NEED COMMUNITY SERVICE HOURS?

ON SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 22nd, 2012 FROM 9AM-NOON, LEXUS OF STEVENS CREEK WILL HOST A TEEN VOLUNTEER FAIR FOR THE PURPOSE OF CONNECTING LOCAL NON PROFITS WITH HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS WHO ARE SEARCHING FOR VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES TO FULFILL THEIR SERVICE HOUR REQUIREMENTS AND ENRICH THEIR COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT.

THE TEEN VOLUNTEER FAIR WILL TAKE PLACE AT LEXUS OF STEVENS CREEK, 3333 STEVENS CREEK BLVD., SAN JOSE (BETWEEN WINCHESTER AND SAN TOMAS EXPRESSWAY).

STUDENT ATTENDEES ELIGIBLE FOR DOOR PRIZE DRAWINGS.

PARTICIPATING NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS INCLUDE: (BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO)

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS OF SILICON VALLEY | GREAT FUTURES START HERE. | CAREER CLOSET | MISSION COLLEGE | MISSION COLLEGE SANTA CLARA | SANTA CLARA COUNTY PARKS | SAN JOSE JAZZ | sanjosejazz
BREATHE CALIFORNIA OF THE BAY AREA | breathe california | JUNIOR LEAGUE OF SAN JOSE | JUNIOR LEAGUE OF SAN JOSE | INNIVISION SHELTER NETWORK | INVISIBILITY PROJECT | CHINESE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE | cacc
BREAKTHROUGH SILICON VALLEY | BREAKTHROUGH SILICON VALLEY | GUADALUPE RIVER PARK CONSERVANCY | GUADALUPE RIVERS | CENTRAL YMCA | the Y | SANTA CLARA COUNTY DEMOCRATIC PARTY | democratic
HUMANE SOCIETY SILICON VALLEY | HUMANE SOCIETY SILICON VALLEY | SANTA CLARA VALLEY BLIND CENTER | SCVBC | WEST VALLEY COMMUNITY SERVICES | FAMILY GIVING TREE | family giving tree
LOAVES & FIGHES FAMILY KITCHEN | LOAVES & FIGHES FAMILY KITCHEN | PARALYMPIC SPORTS CLUB SILICON VALLEY | BLACK VALLEY | FAR WEST WHEELCHAIR ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION | CENTER FOR EMPLOYMENT TRAINING | center for employment training
AMERICAN DIABETES ASSOCIATION | AMERICAN DIABETES ASSOCIATION | DISTRICT 1 SAN JOSE COUNCILMEMBER, PETE CONSTANT | mothers' milk bank | mothers' milk bank | LGBTQ YOUTH SPACE | lgbtq
YOUTH SCIENCE INSTITUTE | YSI | EHC LIFEBUILDERS | BHC | PENINSULA STROKE ASSOCIATION | PENINSULA VOLUNTEERS | CHILDREN'S DISCOVERY MUSEUM | children's discovery museum of san jose
THE SALVATION ARMY SILICON VALLEY | THE SALVATION ARMY SILICON VALLEY | NEW SKIN ADULT TATTOO REMOVAL | New Skin Sunday Friends | MUSIC AT MENLO | Music At Menlo | AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY | american cancer society
BOOKS ALOUD INC. | SEA SCAVENGER CONSERVANCY | SEA Scavenger | JUNIOR ACHIEVEMENT | Junior Achievement | Santa Clara Explorers | Explorers | SUNNYVALE COMMUNITY PLAYERS | sunnyvale community players

All participants will enjoy a Continental Breakfast and complimentary Lexus eco tote. RSVP is not necessary, but encouraged. There is no cost to attend and all high school students are welcome. Please contact Tracey Chiape at tracey.chiape@lexusofstevenscreek.com 408-553-4503 or Roxanne Murray at roxanne.murray@lexusofstevenscreek.com 408-553-4564 Approval for distribution of these materials does not imply endorsement by the

(Name of school district)